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The Fairy Doctor nodded. “This is a good way, but just to be clear, I’m not 
staying here. I want to accompany you to Yukon… I could only watch you 
front afar and silently worry about you. Those days were unbearable.” 

Alex nodded. “I know. I know… You’ve worked hard in the past two years.” 

He hugged her tightly and reached into her clothes. 

“Huh..? Here?” 

“It’s vast, isn’t it? You can shout all you want!” 

The flame of passion was ignited at the drop of a hat. Alex made fierce love to 
her this time. As a result, she could no longer walk when she entered Kala 
Temple. Being carried by Alex like a bride, the Fairy Doctor was embarrassed 
and restless. 

“Rascal, can’t you feel sorry for me a little? Even an iron-woman would be 
ruined by you.” 

Alex looked innocent. “Didn’t you ask for it? You even made me…” 

The Fairy Doctor covered his mouth as she blushed. “Don’t say it.” 

Alex sucked on her finger. “Sis Winslet, it’s really a great blessing to have 
you.” 

They were delayed inside for a little while. 

After going out, they directly greeted the crowd. 

The people moved things and moved in. Many of Alex’s relatives who had 
been persecuted by the Returning Sword Sect had moved to Mount Dragon-
Tiger. This time, all of them entered Kala Temple. 

Deep down, Jade wanted to go to Yukon with Alex, but as the commander of 
the Flying Eagles, she could not leave. 



*** 

One hour later, Alex and the others had left Mount Dragon-Tiger. Only those 
from the Flying Eagles remained. 

“Jeez… The large group of women has left all of a sudden. It feels deserted 
here,” said Butcher from the Flying Eagles. 

Bunty asked with a smile, “Are you trying to hook up with someone to become 
your mistress because you think a hag like me is inferior to those women?” 

Butcher’s heart skipped a beat. “How would I dare to do that?” 

Bunty snorted as she said, “You don’t have the guts, of course. Take a look at 
Alex’s strength. He could easily take down the entire Snow Dragon Valley on 
his own. You’re a big guy, but unfortunately, you couldn’t even defeat a 
woman from the Snow Dragon Valley. If you dare to make a move on Alex’s 
women, he will turn you into a eunuch.” 

Speaking of Alex’s strength, everyone looked horrified. They were 
embarrassed to discuss it earlier, but now that Alex was not around, they 
could finally talk about it. 

However, nobody knew the exact extent of his strength. 

Jade said, “You guys don’t have to be envious. Alex accumulated his strength 
through hard work and struggle. Opportunity is very important, but it is 
reserved for those who are well-prepared. Work hard and don’t fall too far 
behind… The powerhouses from outer space have descended one after 
another, and protecting Mount Dragon-Tiger is our only mission now.” 

*** 

Instead of going to Yukon, Alex headed to Rockefeller Manor in California, 
dealing with the sole surviving young sect master of the Returning Sword Sect 
inside and collecting the Seventy-two Heavenly Immortal-slaying Formation. 
He then kept the remaining zombies in a certain corner of the Cleansing Vase 
in the hopes that they could be reused after arriving in Yukon. 

After that, he made a trip to Untitled Island in Oregon. He tried to take away 
the eight women Dorothy had kept in this place-the eight people who had 
cultivated the Fair Maiden’s Heart Sutra and formed the Eight Desolated 



Killing Formation, including the Four Great Princesses of the former Coleman 
family, Zella Yaeger, and the others. 

And, his godsister, Holly Yates, had also been here to recover her spiritual 
root. 

However, to Alex’s surprise, he arrived at this place, only to find it was 
deserted. Not a living soul was around. 
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“How could no one be around?” 

Daya and Waltz were with him. Waltz had been in touch with the people on 
the island, but since she heard that they would cultivate in seclusion during 
the last contact, she had lost contact with them for some time. 

Unexpectedly, the island was currently deserted. 

“There are no signs of battle.” Daya looked around. 

“They’ve probably have left on their own. Moreover, they left in a hurry and 
took little with them.” 

“They have left for a while,” Waltz added. 

Alex frowned. At that moment, he suddenly remembered that he still had an 
ability, the divine eye that allowed him to see the past and the future with 
profound cultivation. A few years ago, he could find what had happened in the 
past through someone. Currently, he was dying to try it in the absence of a 
medium. 

“Divine eye, activate!” 

“Divine power!” 

Alex was unsure if he could succeed, but he had to give it a try. Finally, he 
saw some fragments after consuming a lot of divine power. 

It was Dorothy Assex! 



“Let’s go! You can stop looking for them! Dorothy has taken them!” said Alex. 
To be precise, Xienna Stoermer had taken them, and their current 
whereabouts were unknown. 

All he hoped for was that they would be safe. After that, the three headed to 
Yukon. 

Just as they were about to leave the uninhabited island, an earth-shattering 
commotion broke out in the sky. A huge, dog-like behemoth appeared outside 
the atmosphere. Since it was daytime, those on the ground could see it 
clearly. 

That dog was pitch-black, and it was as huge as a star. Everyone on Earth felt 
a chill down their spine after looking at the large bloodshot eyes glancing at 
them. 

Naturally, Alex and the others saw it too. At that time, they felt their blood 
freeze. 

When Alex saw those huge bloodshot eyeballs, he moved slightly. He 
surprisingly sensed that the monster was targeting him. 

It was then that the enormous black dog roared. Immediately afterward, its 
paw descended, slamming the sword formation’s force field. 

Buzz! 

A large swathe of laws moved rhythmically, triggering the Immortal-slaying 
Sword Formation. Four Immortal-slaying swords instantly turned into millions 
of destructive swords and formed a circular sword disk before going after that 
enormous black dog. 

Just then, another new change occurred in the sky. 

A five-colored ray descended before turning into a boundless blade aura that 
went straight into the sword formation. In that instant, the environment 
changed, and the planet shook. 

Alex knitted his brows more tightly all of a sudden. “Oh crap! The 
powerhouses from the universe have joined forces, and Supremes have 
stepped in to deal with the force field of the sword formation left behind by the 
ancient Supremes. Once broken, the consequences will be unimaginable.” 



Waltz’s expression also changed drastically. “But what should we do? I heard 
that you deceived experts from many foreign worlds back in the Underworld 
last time. They have now come to settle the score with you. Even if they can’t 
lay a hand on you due to the spiritual blood oath, their fellow disciples and 
friends aren’t subjected to the restriction…” 

Everyone on Earth looked at the sky in horror. 

They saw the black dog fleeing frantically, its tail injured by the Immortal-
slaying Sword formation that strangled it with unlimited killing intent. However, 
the other attacks fell on Earth, causing the Immortal-slaying Sword Formation 
to save itself. 

Boom! 

It was another blow. It was a huge condor this time. 

Its wings, when spread, stretched thousands of miles. It fiercely flapped its 
wings and turned thousands of feathers into razor- sharp divine swords, 
attacking Earth indiscriminately. 

The Immortal-slaying Sword Formation’s force field was about to be broken by 
the foreigners’ joint attack. At that critical moment, a figure slowly appeared in 
the sword formation. 

It was a woman. 
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They could only see her vaguely from her back, translucent and a little 
illusory. 

It was because the distance was too great and it was not the woman’s real 
body. Judging from the outline, she was probably a young woman. She 
appeared in the Immortal-slaying Sword Formation bare-handed and glanced 
indifferently at the foreigners. 

“Who is that?” 

“Why did a woman suddenly appear?” 



“Is she the sword spirit of the Immortal-slaying Sword Formation?” 

Countless people were speculating. Alex was slightly dumbfounded. 

Then, a more terrifying scene appeared, that woman in the sword formation 
said, “The rule-breakers who’ve come to America shall die!” 

She casually grabbed one of the swords in the sword formation. The next 
second, she targeted the huge black dog and landed a slash in mid-air! 

The woman and dog’s size were on a completely different level. When the 
woman was in front of the huge black dog, she was equivalent to a sesame 
seed facing a huge mountain-worlds apart. 

However, the woman’s sword was like an otherworldly sword pouring out of 
the Milky Way. It severed the huge black dog into halves with a slash. Later, 
she even killed all the people who had just tried to break the Immortal-slaying 
Sword Formation with a slash per person. 

The scene outside the sword formation was dead silent. 

During this time, the numbers gathered in this area kept increasing. Strong 
people and supreme powerhouses from various planets were coveting the 
opportunities in the world of America. 

Who did not want them? 

Even if they failed to get a grand opportunity, it would still be worthwhile to 
bathe in the spiritual energy tide. However, all of them currently felt a deep 
fear. Some were thankful that they did not make a move, or they would’ve 
ended up like those people. 

But who was that woman? 

An elder in the crowd ended up exclaiming, “It’s the Phoenix Goddess! It can’t 
be wrong! She is the Phoenix Goddess! But I never expected that the Phoenix 
Goddess is still alive! Moreover, she is inside the Wasteland!” 

Someone asked, “Who is the Phoenix Goddess?” 

“Junior, didn‘t your ancestor tell you about a woman who shouldn’t be messed 
with during the Stoermer Sect’s heyday? She was the nightmare of all the 



Divine Heirs and Holy Maidens. That person was the Phoenix Goddess, the 
biological daughter of Grand Emperor Rowan and the Phoenix Empress.” 

The Phoenix Goddess appeared and disappeared quickly, blending in with the 
Immortal-slaying Sword Formation. In fact, nobody knew if the Phoenix 
Goddess was truly still alive because rumor had it that she was the first who 
barged into the Undead Territory to duel with the Undead Queen. 

After a while, the Undying Clan retreated. 

It was said that the Phoenix Goddess had injured the Undead Queen. 
However, the Phoenix Goddess also vanished since then. Rumor had it that 
she died in the Undead Territory after being killed by the Undying Clan. 

In that case, what appeared just now was most likely a wisp of the Phoenix 
Goddess’s divine sense. 

However, this time, the Phoenix Goddess’s appearance had stunned the 
powerhouses from the foreign lands. Those who forced their way into America 
would have to think carefully about the consequences. 

Alex and the others were also discussing the identity of that woman. However, 
they acquired no answers. 

*** 

Finally, Alex and the other two arrived at Mount Yukon’s foot. 

Looking up at the current Mount Yukon, they felt as though they were mortals 
looking at an immortal palace far above the white clouds. The faintly 
discernible bejeweled jade palace made anyone yearn for it. 

However, Alex noticed something as soon as he stepped into Yukon. The 
force field he had set up was altered. 

“It looks like some guests are here!” 
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If someone could pass through Alex’s spell formation, it indicated that the 
person’s cultivation in spell formation might not be weak. 

Waltz glanced in the direction of Mount Oro. 

“I heard that there are formation masters at Mount Oro. Didn’t you say they 
were working with the Returning Sword Sect members to break the spell 
formation in Yukon?” 

After an examination, he shook his head and said, “It doesn’t look like it. 
Those people at Mount Oro have a limited spell formation level. I witnessed it 
before, but I have never seen the method used this time.” 

Some bizarre runes were used, but they were different from the ancient runes-
they were simpler. 

The term ‘simple’ did not mean simple and easy to understand, but the runes’ 
structures were extremely rudimentary. Some didn’t look like runes at all, but 
more like naturally formed patterns, like the patterns of clouds and trees. 

Alex glanced at the sky. 

“I’m afraid there are some visitors beyond the sky!” 

Very few people knew spell formations in the world of America. Although he 
had seen those two old disciples in the Flying Eagles Academy, they had both 
disappeared back then during the commotion at the academy. Alex had once 
looked for them, but nobody knew where they had gone. It was likely that they 
had suffered a mishap. 

However, the universe was so vast, especially the sacred mountains and 
sanctuaries that existed with inheritances over ten thousand or a hundred 
thousand years. Therefore, it was normal that some powerful spell formations 
were inherited inside. 

“Can we go in then?” asked Daya. 

“This isn’t difficult, but we have to be careful.” 

The sanctuary of Yukon was too huge. It was simply impossible for him to set 
up a large spell formation covering the entire mountain at the current stage. It 
had also failed to be done in ancient Yukon’s sanctuary, making the spell 



formation very weak at the periphery. At best, it could stop some normal 
people and some weak tankers who did not know spell formation. 

The last time, Alex also made slight changes to the spell formation that he had 
moved. Someone else did the same this time. 

Five minutes later, Alex silently opened the spell formation’s portal. The three 
then entered it one after the other. 

Once they were inside, they sensed the spiritual energy inside was stronger 
than the outside. Even if this was just at the foot of Mount Yukon’s periphery, 
they saw exotic flowers, rare herbs, and plants with spiritual energy all over 
the place… If it were in the past, Alex would have picked them up. 

“The life aura is very strong,” said Daya. This sensation was particularly 
apparent to her. 

“I seem to be smelling fruits.” 

On the other hand, Waltz’s nose crinkled as she searched in a certain 
direction. She had really found a fruit tree full of red fruits that spread its 
fragrance everywhere. 

“Are they edible?” 

“You can eat them. They are called the Bizarre Spiritual Fruits that can 
increase one’s spiritual energy. Oh, they have the effect of beautification,” 
replied Daya. As the former Goddess of Nature, she was well aware of these 
things. 

Waltz immediately plucked a few of them. She directly threw them in her 
mouth without washing them. 

Juice burst out as she chomped into them. 

“Ah!” 

“Pooh! What are these things? Are these things even edible?” 

They turned out to be bitter. It was that kind of bitterness that could make one 
cry. 

She yelled. 



Daya smiled. “They are slightly bitter, but these fruits are really effective. If 
you can withstand the bitterness and eat a few more, you will notice your skin 
becoming as tender as water.” 

Waltz took a bottle of mineral water and rinsed her mouth. “Why didn’t you say 
it earlier? I won’t eat it again even if it kills me.” 

Alex laughed heartily. “Look, there are so many flying birds and insects 
around. The fruits on this tree are particularly lush, but not a single bird came 
to eat the fruits. You should’ve guessed how unpopular this fruit must be as 
everyone keeps away from it.” 

Waltz gargled for a long while, but she still sensed the extreme bitterness. In 
the end, she ate some chocolate to relieve it. 

Whoosh! 

Alex soared into the sky and checked the altered spell formation in Yukon, 
only to find that the Japanese seemed to have intruded into this place. The 
way from the foot of the mountain to the interior was dilapidated. 

The traces of malicious damage were extremely obvious. He even saw raging 
fire in some places. 

“D*mn it! Who is burning my mountain?” 
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Daya and Waltz also showed up. They were infuriated as soon as they saw 
what had happened. 

“This is our new home, d*mned thieves! Not only did they come in to steal, but 
they even burned our home. Hubby, deal with them and show them our 
greatness.” 

Alex’s eyes turned cold. He was angry. He would not say anything if someone 
were to come to the huge Yukon and seize that opportunity… When Grand 
Emperor Rowan left this arrangement behind, he allowed people outside the 
Wasteland to participate. Moreover, the majority of the opportunities here 
were stolen from the universe. 



However, it was despicable if someone destroyed it deliberately. 

“Since someone else has come in, it won’t be that easy to get out!” 

Alex sneered. He then landed on the ground again. He took out a large 
number of formation flags and various weapons from the storage ring, all of 
which had been stolen. He was ready to reconstruct the spell formation and 
enhance its power. 

After thinking for a while, he opened the gate of Kala Temple and called many 
people over for help. 

Michelle Yowell, Beatrice Assex, Pigsy, Geronimo Melvis, Soraya Melvis, 
Anna Coleman, Cheryl Coney, and a few normal people came out to help him 
set up the spell formation. 

The backbreaking work exhausted Alex. 

It took him six hours, but the effect was obvious. This was a large formation 
reborn from the Seventy-two Heavenly Immortal-slaying Formation, forming a 
force field with the help of the entire terrain of Yukon. He was confident that 
not many people might be able to pass through the spell formation. 

Since the crowd had come to Yukon, the last thing they wanted was to leave 
so quickly. They simply walked into the depths together. 

Pigsy manifested its huge main body and temporarily acted as a mount. 

Seeing the images of destruction along the way, everyone beat their chests 
and cursed loudly. Geronimo even pointed at the sky and cursed those alien 
visitors. 

“Look! What is that thing?” 

Someone discovered relatively modern aircraft in the flame inside a burning 
valley… 

Alex extinguished the flame with the Icebound Spell. When he saw the aircraft 
clearly, he let out a soft gasp. 

Daya was also surprised. “Why does it look a little familiar?” 

Alex said, “It’s an aircraft from the Great Northern.” 



Daya immediately recalled a few people. “Luneth Mueller and Cecilia Peach 
are from that galaxy. Did they come here?” 

“It’s hard to say.” 

The crowd continued their journey. Most importantly, they had to go to the 
newly emerged immortal mountain range in Yukon and find out if they could 
enter that bejeweled jade palace in order to find those outsiders. 

Instead, they found a corpse before they could reach the core area. 

It was that of a young man, seemingly sixteen or seventeen. He died in a 
tragic state after someone had pierced his heart and nailed him to the stone 
wall of a mountain. 

Soraya shrieked, unable to hear such a scene. 

“How could someone be so cruel? He’s still a minor.” 

“The weak are food for the strong in the world of cultivation. There is 
something crueler than this.” 

Glancing at Soraya, he said softly, “Dangers may appear afterward. You guys 
should go back to Kala Temple first.” 

Even Waltz was sent back this time, leaving only Alex and Xyla. 

Shortly afterward, they saw a familiar face, Cecilia Peach. 
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It turned out to be Cecilia Peach! 

Back when Alex, Daya, and the others were in the Underworld, they couldn’t 
see Cecilia’s true appearance since everyone looked like a skeleton. The 
other aspects looked precisely the same, save for the height difference… At 
that time, Dorothy had recovered the appearance of her physical body after 
acquiring some kind of mysterious opportunity, whereas there was no 
difference for the rest. 



Hence, they knew that the woman they saw was Cecilia. Someone shouted 
her name. 

“Cecilia Peach, you and Luneth Mueller hooked up with that swindler back in 
the Underworld, causing us to suffer double losses. Not only did our 
cultivation level fail to advance, but our resources were swindled. Do you think 
we have forgotten this?” 

“It’s just to interest you a little by killing your brother. If you are tactful, 
cooperate obediently and utilize the Peach family’s capability of strange arts 
to open the passage to this core area. Otherwise, we will rape you and kill 
you!” 

Surrounded, Cecilia was bent over on the ground. Wounds were all over her 
body. 

“You guys killed my brother, yet you want me to open the passage?” 

“Dream on! Keep indulging in your flights of fancy!” 

Wham! 

A man viciously kicked Cecilia in the face, slamming her head against the 
ground. He even grabbed her clothes and tore off her jacket, revealing her 
voluptuous figure in a tight black suit. At that time, the eyes of many men were 
filled with an ill-intentioned sparkle. 

“The heiress of the Peach family is a real national beauty, just like it was in the 
legends.” 

“Since she’s unwilling to cooperate, let’s enjoy ourselves then.” 

“Perhaps she will change her mind after tasting men! ” 

The men nodded and went slightly closer to her again. 

Someone could not bear it any longer and started taking off his clothes. 

“Are you going to save her?” asked Daya. 

“I have to! I’m still waiting for her to dispel the curse!” 



Alex said while checking the cultivation levels of those people around her. 
When he was in the Underworld, he may have exchanged blows with those 
people, but his soul’s strength was emphasized over there. Alex’s soul 
strength was generally stronger than that of normal people, and the level of 
his mental domain was also higher by a wide margin, so he managed to go on 
a killing spree in the Underworld. 

However, he would lose that huge advantage in the face of real people. 

The five men over there may have crossed the boundary and come over last 
time. The combination of their strength could not be underestimated. 

“Ahem!” 

They both appeared in front of the crowd, alerting that group of people in an 
instant. 

“Who are you people? How did you come in?” a man asked. 

Alex smiled smugly. “What a hilarious question. This place is mine. I should 
be the one to ask. Who let you in? Not only did you trespass into someone’s 
territory, but you’ve also wreaked havoc in the territory. Who gave you the 
courage to do so? Celine Dion?” 

“Who is Celine Dion?” 

Someone finally came to his senses. Looking at Alex, he asked, “Are you Alex 
Rockefeller, the great swindler who teamed with that d*mned monk to deceive 
us in the Underworld?” 

“Yes! That’s me!” Alex admitted. “Now that you have met me, why don’t you 
kneel and greet me? Have you forgotten the spiritual blood oath that you 
took?” 

The few almost flew into a rage as soon as the spiritual blood oath was 
brought up. 

“You deceived us to take the spiritual blood oath. How could it be valid?” 
someone reprimanded. 

Alex sneered. “You don’t have the final say on its authenticity. The Lightning 
Tribulation will be the one to decide.” 



Looking at Alex, Cecilia was overjoyed. “Are you really Alex Rockefeller? Alex 
Rockefeller in the Underworld? You really hid well and revealed no 
information about the Underworld. If everyone else hadn’t been spreading the 
news, I would’ve never known you were a Wastelander.” 

Two people in that group of people had never been to the Underworld, nor 
had they taken any spiritual blood oath. 

“You guys have taken the spiritual blood oath, but not us! We will just strike 
and kill him!” 

“We are in the real world now, not the Underworld!” 

Boom! 
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The battle broke out. 

Alex said, “Yeah! This is the Wasteland, my home turf!” 

“Vine Cage!” 

Daya stepped in for crowd control, followed by Alex’s killing move, True 
Martial… Dao Killing Sword! 

Poof! Poof! 

Two large heads rushed into the sky. 

Two powerhouses from the Great Northern who came over to seize the 
opportunities were killed instantly. The remaining people were stunned. 

“You… Alex Rockefeller, how are you so strong?” 

“They are both saints from the Sacred Mountain of the Western Dragon 
whose strength has reached Immortal Monarch! They are both comparable to 
a Divine Emperor!” 



Alex replied indifferently, “I’ve managed to screw you in the Underworld, save 
you from the Underworld God and send you out unscathed, so what makes 
you think I can’t deal with garbage like you? ” 

Cecilia got to her feet. “Alex, they killed my brother. If you help me kill them, I 
can help you dispel the curse… I acquired the antidote to dispel the Witch 
Curse from my grandma before I came here.” 

Alex nodded. “As you wish!” 

He unleashed his sword and made a seal, the Great Seal Spell of the Ten-
Point Forbidden Spell, followed by the Icebound Spell! 

Alex said, “Is your brother the one nailed to the stone wall in front?” 

Speaking of her brother, Cecilia shuddered in distress. 

“His name is Diggle Peach. He is only fifteen and is the most outstanding 
genius of the Peach family. I thought we could acquire the opportunities in the 
Wasteland where spiritual energy has been resurrected, but unexpectedly…” 

She burst into tears remorsefully. “I shouldn’t have allowed him to follow me!” 

Daya said, “They are still alive. You may avenge him with your own hands.” 

As soon as Cecilia heard that, she rushed over with surging killing intent and 
fiercely lashed out at the three companions from the same galaxy who had 
been sealed and icebound. However, they briefly turned into a pile of ice 
slurry. 

*** 

Half an hour later, a solitary tomb was built on the immortal mountain of 
Yukon, indeed, buried inside was Cecilia’s brother, Diggle. 

“Cecilia, did Luneth come with you?” asked Alex. 

Alex was more intimate with Luneth back then. 

Cecilia shook her head. “Sis Luneth’s cultivation level is relatively high, and 
the current sword formation of the Wasteland can’t determine her to be 
someone safe. I’m afraid it will take some time before she can come over.” 



Daya asked, “What is the highest cultivation level for those released from the 
ancient force field?” 

Cecilia answered, “Immortal Emperor! However, all the major forces conduct 
tests by taking out their priceless treasures. There is a type of divine stone 
that can forcefully suppress cultivation. After wearing it, one can deceive the 
identification of the ancient force field’s sword formation. Hence, I can’t tell 
what sort of powerhouse have come… There is one at the sanctuary of 
Yukon. ” 

“What?” Alex was shocked, “Such a bigwig has entered here?” 

Cecilia said, “The periphery’s spell formation has been altered. That person 
did it. He’s a Great Northern bigshot who ran rampant ten millennia ago. He 
doesn’t care about minor characters like us, so he didn’t stop us when we 
came in.” 

“Where is he now?” Alex asked. 

Cecilia shook her head. “I don’t know either. In fact, a few groups of our 
people came in. A senior went missing with a man and a woman. It’s very 
likely that they’ve entered the core area. The other groups won’t act together if 
they aren’t familiar. Yukon is huge anyway, so everyone won’t be in the same 
place and conflict shouldn’t happen.” 

Alex clenched his teeth as soon as he heard some bigwig had barged into the 
restricted area. 

Just then, a series of roars could be heard coming from Yukon’s passage to 
the bejeweled jade palace. 
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Shocked, the three instantly looked in that direction. They saw a figure in the 
distance waving a divine sword in his hand before slashing the sealed force 
field leading to the bejeweled jade palace. 

The second spiritual energy tide hadn’t yet begun hence the sealed force field 
would not be opened so quickly. However, judging from that man’s stance, he 



wanted to force the force field open and enter the forbidden area in advance 
in the hopes of going to that legendary bejeweled jade palace. 

If that man really managed to do that, Alex would be unsure if he could keep 
his role as the temporary administrator. 

‘D*mn it! How despicable! Cheating is the most shameless deed!’ Alex 
thought to himself viciously. 

There is actually an item that can deceive the ancient Immortal-slaying Sword 
Formation! Why didn’t that woman in the sword formation come out and kill 
him with a slash?!’ 

Daya asked Cecilia, “Those people surrounded and threatened you to open 
the passage with your mystic art. Do you know how to open it?” 

Cecilia said, “In fact, it isn’t a mystic art, but spell formation runes used by that 
senior, rare Primordial Runes. It just so happened that the Peach family had 
been dabbling in that aspect. The Primordial Rimes are extensive and 
profound, but there’s something wonderful about them. Once you understand 
their fundamentals, you will understand the rest.” 

Based on her explanation, Alex knew that the so-called Primordial Runes 
were like ancient hieroglyphs. 

The more Cecelia saw them, the more she remembered and understood 
them. Hence, she followed those Primordial Runes and entered it, taking in 
the footsteps of that senior. 

“That senior is too dangerous. Alex, I advise against you approaching him. 
Otherwise, you will suffer a huge loss.” 

Alex’s eyes looked firm. “The sanctuary of Yukon is equivalent to my fief. How 
can I give it away to someone else for nothing? The land of America’s rise 
depends on the present, so I can’t give it away no matter what… I’m looking 
for an opportunity, but I may not encounter him and trigger a fight. I’ll just have 
to avoid him.” 

He then comforted Cecilia and asked for her help to open the passage. 
Afterward, he would send her to a safe place for treatment because of her 
injuries. 



Around ten minutes later, Cecilia opened the passage. Surprisingly, the force 
field of the forbidden area had been forced open… Although there were layers 
of restrictions, it indicated that the Great Northern powerhouse might have 
acquired something good, one step before him. 

Lenneberg had particularly told him that there was a spiritual tool tide and a 
divine artifact tide. 

He also coveted the things in the Troop Raising Pond. 

After that, Alex sent Cecilia into the Cleansing Vase. 

In that instant, he saw that woman from the Nine-Tails Tribe looking and 
shouting at him… At that time, he truly did not have a way to deal with her 
problem. Most importantly, he felt that it was a little troublesome. 

“Wait here! It’s too dangerous outside!” 

“I will definitely come to you after confirming our safety… Look, I’m sending 
someone here for refuge. Your cultivation level is so weak. You will die if you 
come out. I’m protecting you!” said Alex righteously. 

He then vanished. He could hear that woman yelling inside. 

However, it couldn’t be helped! 

*** 

The forbidden area of Yukon belonged to the part that emerged out of thin air. 
Back then, such a mountain range didn’t exist around Mount Yukon. 

They could feel the constant flow of spiritual energy beneath the soles of their 
feet upon stepping into this dangerous place. As expected, it was terrifyingly 
dense. 

“Is this the luck that was secretly taken from the universe?” 

“Our luck value will increase just by standing here and constantly absorbing 
the spiritual energy beneath the ground.” 

They even saw various immortal herbs and immortal fruits along the way. 



Under the nourishment of spiritual energy, any herb that grew here could 
become indispensable immortal herbs whose medicinal effects would be a 
thousand times more effective. The qualitative change would also be 
stimulated from the quantitative change, turning it into a more advanced herb. 

“Indeed, treasures are everywhere in Yukon!” 
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“We must never let someone else take advantage of it… Protecting Yukon is 
equivalent to protecting ourselves.” 

Filled with plants and foliage, the life energy here was also immense. 

It was Daya’s home ground. She made the ultimate camouflage for Alex and 
herself… She turned two plants into two small trees as a disguise before 
running on the ground. 

They discovered that not only had the senior brought the man and woman 
Cecilia mentioned into the forbidden area but there were five forces in total. 
Each party was full of experts. 

“Holy crap! Do all leaders of these forces possess those strange divine stones 
that hide their cultivation levels?” 

However, Alex looked over, only to see that the one with the strongest 
cultivation level was the Immortal Emperor. With the strange divine stones by 
their sides, not only did they manage to deceive the perception of the 
Immortal-slaying Sword Formation, but they also deceived Alex’s primordial 
eye. 

“The five forces have joined hands! They are determined to destroy the 
enemy’s lair!” 

After Alex and Daya arrived, they dared not get close to them. 

None of the two could confirm those people’s exact cultivation levels. They 
would be miserable if they were discovered. 



Daya said, “The restrictions here can’t be lifted so easily. Let’s reap the profits 
from the strife. We’ll sit back and observe the changes.” 

Alex had the same idea as well. 

However, not long after, Alex accidentally stepped on an area. 

A vision soared with a boom. 

Taking a closer look, it turned out to be… Alex and Daya’s image had been 
projected into the sky, looking particularly conspicuous. 

The five forces attacking the restrictions looked up, but they didn’t seem to 
care much. A white-haired woman casually pointed at the three subordinates 
beside her and said, “It’s the critical moment of breaking the restrictions. 
Intruders aren’t allowed to appear. You should go over and deal with those 
two intruders.” 

Another person in a Daoist priest outfit said, “Those who manage to enter the 
passage that we have arranged must be quite competent. Primum, 
Secundum, go over and help them. Go and return quickly. Once restrictions 
are lifted, the Troop Raising Pond lies ahead. Don’t miss the chance.” 

Whoosh! 

The five dashed to Alex and Daya’s location at a breakneck speed. They were 
even in the frame of mind to race and to find out who would complete the first 
kill. 

Alex gritted his teeth. “D*mn it. Those dogs in the manger even try to 
annihilate us now? Do they think I am a paper tiger?” 

“They are here!” Daya exclaimed. 

“Go and choose a cemetery for them.” Alex was filled with murderous intent. 
Since they were about to kill, he wasn’t about to let them off the hook. 

Daya was not an easy mark either, quietly pointing out that she had seen a 
waterfall when they cattle in. The overgrown vines above were a decent zone 
for an ambush, which was just right to bring their strength into play. 

“Let’s go!” 



After deciding a plan, Alex and Daya began to lure the enemies into the 
depths. 

They could clearly teleport away but chose to run away in a panic instead, 
hoping to trick those few real bigwigs. 

When they were one kilometer away, they immediately teleported to mess up 
the vines and the waterfall’s plunge pool. 

Three minutes later, the five people found this place. 

“They are here!” 

“D*mn! They really hide well! They are actually hiding behind the waterfall!” 

“Die!” 

Someone turned into a stream of light and rushed toward the large waterfall. 

However, unexpectedly, the waterfall froze into a layer of ice as soon as he 
passed through, locking him firmly in place. 
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“Let’s get it over with!” 

Alex decisively triggered the variants of the Icebound Spell within the Ten-
Point Forbidden Spell. Hundreds of ice spikes suddenly popped out of the ice 
chunk, stabbing that man’s body. 

He was completely icebound. Even his soul was instantly frozen to death. 

“Primum?!” 

A Daoist priest roared and rushed to save that man right away. He slashed at 
the icebound waterfall as he flew. 

Boom! 

There was a deafening sound. 



The icebound waterfall quickly shattered… In fact, it looked more like the 
icebound state was lifted the moment before the slashed landed. The corpse 
of Primum, the Daoist priest, fell, whereas the waterfall’s endless water 
splashed in all directions from Secundum’s slash… A bizarre scene occurred. 
The endless water seemed to be alive and wrapped around Secundum. In 
that instant, the Icebound Spell was activated once again. 

However, the interior of the frozen mass of ice suddenly burst into flames. 

Secundum was burned to death in a cage of ice and fire. 

Alex instantly killed two experts in a few seconds. 

The remaining three women shuddered with fear, and Daya looked surprised. 
“Hubby, you even managed to play a new trick with the mystic art of fire and 
ice!” 

Alex nodded. “Indeed, my martial arts have improved a bit recently.” 

The remaining three people intended to retreat, noticing that things weren’t 
quite right. However, Daya activated the vine formation that she had set up 
earlier… Rows of thick vines rose up around the waterfall and quickly 
wrapped around the three people. 

“Hurry and retreat!” 

“Find Master for help!” 

Boom! 

A distress signal in the form of a flying sword was even triggered. The flying 
sword shot into the sky and bloomed at the altitude of one kilometer. 

On the other hand, the five forces besieging the force field of the forbidden 
area with all their might instantly discovered the distress signal. The white-
haired woman exclaimed, “It’s not good! It’s the distress signal from our White 
Phoenix House! The two intruders who sneaked in are rather powerful.” 

The old Daoist priest who had just dispatched the two disciples suddenly 
screamed, “Ah! Someone has killed Primum and Secundum?!” 

The crowd was shocked again as soon as the statement came out. 



“So soon?” 

“Which force came in? They are more than just intruders.” 

“Everyone, be careful. We shall not become their cat’s paws at this critical 
moment!” 

When Alex stepped on the restriction and projected the image of him and 
Daya in the sky earlier, their appearance had undergone Daya’s deliberate 
disguise. They did not look like humans, but more like two trees… They were 
two tree demons. 

The two tree demons were indeed not a matter of concern. 

However, what if the two tree demons were just scouting puppets sent by 
someone? 

The white-haired woman intended to save the three disciples at first, but after 
hearing the old Daoist priest’s words, she felt horrified and retracted the step 
she had taken. She was afraid of falling into someone else’s trap. 

In just a brief moment, she noticed that her beloved disciples had met their 
demise respectively in less than five seconds. 

One couldn’t help but be alerted by the superb killing speed. 

The five bigwigs from the five forces that were the concealing divine stones 
immediately realized something was wrong and reduced their attack on the 
force field’s restrictions. Finally, they stopped. 

A middle-aged man with long hair asked, “What do you think?” 

The white-haired woman said, “My three disciples’ cultivation levels are 
extremely close to Incarnate Deity, but they suffered a partial backlash when 
they crossed the boundary. I don’t think the cultivation of the opponent who 
could kill them instantly differs much from mine… The point is, we still don’t 
know how many people are on the other side.” 

“D*mn it. We coveted gains ahead while neglecting the danger behind us. We 
can’t be treated as pawns.” 

“Find the enemies and deal with them first before breaking the formation!” 



The members of the five forces quickly agreed to catch the intruders first. It 
did not take long before they found that murderous waterfall. However, they 
failed to find anything other than the traces of scarlet blood left at the scene. 

“D*mn it! They have escaped!” 

“Chase them!” 

“They are still nearby, for sure. Everyone, don’t get too far apart.” 

The five forces from different worlds began to search the other places. In any 
case, such a mystifying yet powerful force hidden in the dark would make 
people restless like a lump in their throats. 

 


